
Turbo Retractable Banner
   $ 128.00  No warranty
This display is perfect for set it and forget it.
Multiple up and downs without care may
cause springs to malfunction making it
difficult to raise and retract.  
We recommend this item as a stationary display.

Stellara Retractable Banner
   $ 304.00  Lifetime Warranty
This item is on clearance.  Majority prefer the inexpensive
banner with exception of our organization.  This item includes
a life time warranty.  Although less than 1/2 the price of 
the Turbo, it will last a lifetime.  Replacement vinyl is available
to change up the graphics whenever a new promotion roles out.



Fabric: 100% cotton twill; 80/20 poly/cotton (Neons)
Structure: Structured
Profile: Mid
Closure: Hook and loop

Fabric: 100% cotton twill; 80/20 poly/cotton (Neons)
Closure: Hook and loop
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OUR TABLE COVERS & RUNNERS
Print in full color from edge to edge.
Complete fabric is customizable.



Best Value Basic T  -  100% Cotton - 5.5 oz.

Bella Fashion T Comfort Colors Fashion T



Silk Touch Blended Polo   65/35 Poly/Cotton

50/50 

Ladies Companion
Available.



IL-50 Performance Polo   100% Poly

Ladies Companion
Available.

Dress to impress with this 6.5 oz. IL-50 industrial grade pique polo! Made from a 
100% polyester fabric, this short-sleeved polo offers anti-microbial BLU-X-DRI
 protection, stain release, snag resistancy, matching buttons, a rib knit curl-free 
collar, side vents and hemmed sleeves. This style is available in a variety of sizes (S-6XL) 
and colors to choose from. Comfortable in any environment and meeting IL-50 standards,
this  polo is engineered for the toughest jobs!

SNAG-PROOF Performance Polo   100% Poly

Tough enough for most general work environments, this high-performance polo defies
snags, resists wrinkles, fights odors and wicks moisture so you keep your professional 
edge all day long.

Ladies Companion
Available.



Fleece Jacket

Ladies Companion Available

White available for ladies

Fleece Vest

Ladies Companion Available

White available for ladies



Aldi Branded Assets Investment Page 

Polo prices will range from $11-$25 (with embroidery) depending on the 
garment selected. 

Hats and Visors: $ 7.95 embroidered 

Printed/Transfer print process is available if gradient is required. Prices 
determined by quantity. 

Fleece jackets: $28 (with embroidered logo). $27 for the vest. 

Table runners: 
Cloth start at $75 
Vinyl runners are less and priced by the square foot. 

Table Covers:   
4 foot loose - $ 155 
6 foot loose   $ 175 
6 foot fitted. $ 195 

There is a gradient in the Aldi logo. Does your team have pictures of any 
existing embroidered Aldi items so we can see how to handle the gradient? 

We can print the gradient, however it costs a bit more since it’s a process 
print (blending of colors to achieve gradient). 

Printed prices are determined by quantity. 

If branded items are a part of this project, or separate, may we schedule a 
call to go over all of your desired items, quantities and other detail? 

Thank you!


